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WORK INTENTIONS

BACKGROUND

As I gleaned through the available data, and after adjusting to the
rate of inflation, I feel our income per annum though increased to a

certain extent in absolute terms over the years, actually decreased

by about 25% in real terms. Mercifully, our expenses remained

more or less static at around 680,000 US dollars per annum at

current rate of exchange. Though the financial situation is better



than that of 15 years ago it still demands constant vigilance and

careful nurturance.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

My primary aim would obviously be to enlarge the lncome -

expense gap which stands now at a modest 120,000 US dollars

per annum approximately. As the expenses are unlikely to show

a downward trend, in fact we may consider ourselves lucky if

they maintain the current trend, my main focus would be

income geherdtion.

Conference surplus, yearly contribution of member societies

and corporate support have been the main income generators

for us. I would like to believe that there could be some scope

still to plug loop holes.

lf elected I would make a determined and continuous endeavor

to reach out and draw on the brains of the Board to put the

collective genius of 18 persons of proven experience and

expertise in my march towards the objective of betterment of
the financial health of our Association.

I will devote time to have a fresh look at the accounting

procedures, investment portfolios, assessment of assets and

methods of audit with a view to gain a better understanding of
things wherever needed and share the picture up and down the

hierarchy to iron out the wrinkles collaboratively.

I will apply myself to fine-tune the mechanisms to monitor,

review and reassess periodically the assets and liabilities of our

association

I would maintain crystal clear transparency in monetary

transactions, financial status and fiscal measures to enable the

members of the Board and the Executive to have a correct

picture of our finances all the time to enable them to guide
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me in carrying forward the mission of bringing our finances to a

I will make constant efforts to resolve the audit objections, if
any are there, under the guidance of the honorable President

and other members of the Executive.

I will continuously liaise with the Board, Executive and the
member societies to explore new avenues to generate funds

and strengthen the sub-optimally functioning existing income

machines.

CONCLUSION

I am aware of the fact that I need to come to grips fully with the
disposition of our assets, liabilities and operating methods before

chalking out a plan and spell out the specifics explicitly. I promise

nothing but honesty, hard work and abiding loyalty to our esteemed

Association.

"Le salaire de diligence est un progres"
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